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Von Puraido

Kapitel 63: 

They got an hour of free time, before they gathered again next to the campfire area.
The teachers were there too. Cait was annoying Hizashi. Shota growled at both of
them and Cait disappeared smiling. Sekijiro cleared his throat. “Now that everyone is
ready. We talk about what we’re gonna do. We have the normal, physical training that
you are used by now, but then we have a very hard mental training.”

The students looked between each other. Mental training? What could he mean? “But
before we explain the mental training further, let’s introduce the instructors” he
gestured at the twin boys.

They stepped forward. “I am Ian Ridgway and that is my brother, Jesper. Nice to meet
you.” They both bowed a little.

“Where is your mother? Isn’t she supposed to be here?” Vlad King asked. Right after
he finished his sentence, a woman landed next to him.

“I am here. I was just scouting the area. I found a good place for the alpha training”
she growled a little. The woman turned around, she was surprisingly young looking.
She had icy blue eyes and also black, long hair. She was massive just a few inches
shorter than Vlad King. “Hello, my name’s Kairi” she introduced herself.

She walked over to the students and mustered them one after another. Most of them
felt uncomfortable under her icy stare. She had an aura of dominance surrounding
her. She was a prime alpha for sure. She inspected the alphas thoroughly. After she
was done, she sighed. “I see I have a lot of work to do.” She was about to go back next
to Vlad King, but when she passed Bakugo, she stopped. She stared at him and he
stared back.

Kairi’s eyes started to glow yellow, she sniffed at him. “Hm, interesting …” after that
strange exchange, she walked over to the teachers. Bakugo frowned, what was that?

“Okay, first of all, the physical training. Your teachers will help you with that, of
course, my sons and I can help you train too. You should already know what to do for
the most part. If anyone is interested in quirkless hand-to-hand combat against
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multiple enemies, they can ask me, I’d be very happy to help with that.” She grinned,
one could feel that she was eager to fight.

“But we wouldn’t be here, if it was just that” she continued. “My sons and I were
brought here for something very specific. One: for a special training for the alphas”
she lifted her index finger. “And two: to strengthen your mental fortitude, mainly
against alpha commands.” She lifted her middle finger

The students gasped. Did this mean they wanted to alpha command them? They
shifted uncomfortably at the thought of that.

“First of all, would you please line up separated by your secondary gender? Alphas to
the left, betas in the middle and omegas to the right?” she demanded. The students
did what she asked them to do.

Denki looked between the beta and the omega lines. He was troubled. Should he go
to the omega line, or should he stay with the betas? The omegas of his class looked at
him with a sympathetic look. They wanted to encourage him to come over, but Denki
sighed and stood with the betas.

“Good, the alphas will train with me, I am sure you realized it by now, but I am also a
prime alpha. The betas will train with Ian while the omegas train with Jesper” she
further explained.

“To make it perfectly clear, this training will be hell. It will be terrifying. As you can
guess, we are going to constantly alpha command you.” The students started to
nervously whisper at that.

Ibara raised her hand. “B-but isn’t this a bit much?” she asked. “Alpha commands are
generally not used in public, in some places it is even prohibited.”

Kairi scoffed. “Yes, that is true. But, like with quirks, the public has to trust every
individual, to not use this power. You seem to forget however, that we are talking
about criminals, too. Ruthless people, who don’t give two fucks about, who they hurt,
or do you think that, what was he called, All for One? That this criminal didn’t use
alpha commands to make people obedient?”

They shifted again uncomfortably. Especially Katsuki, Izuku, Tenya, Eijiro, Shoto and
Momo who experienced this man first hand.

“Let me tell you, outside of Japan the situation with alpha commands is vastly
different. Where I live, people are free to use their quirks, with out restrictions, this
includes alpha commands. It is more of survival of the fittest. And if you think, people
are decent enough, to not use commands, than you are wrong.”

“But what do you want to achieve with that?” Ochako asked. “It’s not like we could do
something about commands.”

“And in this, you are wrong! You all seem under the impression, that alpha commands
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– or prime alpha commands – are absolute. But this is false! You can learn how to
resist it!”

“W-wait, that is possible?” Momo asked.

“Of course! Especially you omegas need to learn it! Otherwise you are absolutely
useless against enemy alphas. And I am sure no one wants that. Every omega that
wants to be … a hero needs this kind of training. They need to be able to resist those
commands. And this is why we are here for. Unlike your teachers, or fellow alphas
over there, my sons and I have no qualms in using those commands.”

“What we gonna do is, we will put you under alpha commands all the time, and you
need to break free. Commands are only effective, when your willpower is weaker than
the alphas. You need to train this willpower to be able to resist. If you learn that, not
even prime alpha commands can harm you.”

Denki was shaking with fear. He was just doing better from the previous alpha
commands, and now he had to endure that again? He wanted to cry and go home
already.

But the others looked very scared too. Katsuki’s stomach turned, the memories of
Tenya’s command coming fresh into his head again. But he clenched his jaw and
stared at Kairi. She said that it was possible to resist alpha commands! He needed to
learn that!

“Yo, Aizawa, you are trained in that, right?” She asked. The students looked over to
their teacher.

“Yes.” Aizawa answered. He clenched his jaw and prepared himself for what was
inevitably coming.

“Good. Then resist this” she focused on him. “Come here!” she uttered the command.

Hizashi started growling, when he saw that his mate was being commanded. Aizawa
made a step forward, but then, an impulse rushed through his body. He stopped and
breathed heavily. “NO!” he shook his head and stepped back. He grabbed Hizashi’s
hand for comfort, otherwise he looked into Kairi’s eyes.

She grinned and turned to the students. “See? And omega that resisted my command.
It takes a lot of guts to resist. Possibly years of training but it is essential for all of
you.”

The students were shocked. They stared between Kairi and Aizawa. The omega
teacher looked still a bit distraught, otherwise he was fine.

“I won’t lie, even if you learn to resist, the scary feeling will never go away. It will
always be traumatizing to a certain point” she explained. “But this is still a thousand
times better than anything that happens after they caught you!” Her gaze was cold
and very serious.
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Everyone was silently staring at Kairi. She sighed and scratched the back of her head.
She looked up and her expression softened for the first time. “It is not my intention to
hurt any of you, I really hate to hurt children. But I’d rather scare you here and make
you stronger in the process, than find out that you got captured by the next alpha
villain and shipped off as a slave to some fancy rich guy that likes to keep omegas as
pets. And yes, shit like this does happen.”

By the mention of that, the omegas shifted uncomfortably. Izuku growled by the
thought of Kacchan being captured. But something else was bothering him. He raised
his hand. “I have a question. Do you think you will be able to handle four feral alphas? I
assume, Mr. Aizawa informed you about our condition.”

She turned towards him. “Yes, he did. And you better believe that I can handle the
four of you. I have to deal with feral alphas on a daily. It sometimes feels like I’m in
kindergarten” She let out an exasperated sigh.

“But you don’t understand. We were bitten, and are even more dangerous” Eijiro said.
“If you underestimate us, we could seriously hurt or even kill you!”

Kairi expressionlessly stared at Eijiro. “No, you can’t. Nothing can ‘seriously hurt’ me,
that’s the problem. I want you to go all out on me. Let the feral side of you go wild. I
can take it. I see it in your eyes. You are scared of this side. Scared of hurting people.
But it will only become worse, the longer you suppress it. When we go to the training
site, I will further elaborate your situation. But to keep the others save, we need to go
elsewhere.”

The alphas looked at her in shock. “You want us to hurt you?” Tenya asked.

“Oh, yes. My quirk is Auto-Rebirth. No matter how severe the injury is, it’ll heal. And
the more my body heals, the stronger it becomes. I have, of course, some downtime,
where I can’t use my quirk, but I don’t think you will even manage to bring me close to
my limit. So you can injure me all you want. You can let loose and learn how to control
this power. Not just the four alphas that were bitten. Every one of you has this ‘inner
beast’ and my goal is it, to unlock it in all of you.”

The alphas gasped. Everyone could become like Izuku and the others? The question
was, was it really good to try to unbind this ‘beast’? “Tomorrow morning, the alphas
and I will go deep into the forest for this special training, while Ian and Jesper stay
here in camp. You might hear loud noises, but do not leave the camp area. I will let the
alphas run wild, and we don’t want anything to happen.” She paused a moment. “This
was all from me now. Enjoy the rest of the evening, the rest of the week will be
extremely brutal.”

She turned around and left with her sons in tow. The students stood there, some were
still absolutely terrified of the idea of being alpha commanded. Katsuki clenched his
fists. He would definitely power through this. He was afraid to be commanded, but he
was more afraid of the aftermath than the command itself. He didn’t want to feel this
helpless ever again.
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